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WHERE WE ARE, WHERE TO GO
Towards precision gamma-ray astronomy



The technique

Much larger area than Fermi-LAT, much more background from CRs



The current generation

MAGIC (Canary Island, Spain)

Array 2 telescopes
17m diameters

2200 m asl
>2004

HESS (Namibia)

HESS I: Array 4 tel. of 12m 
HESS II: 28m diameter (2013?)
1800 m asl
> 2003

VERITAS (Arizona, USA)

Array 4 telescopes of 12m diam.
Central mast mounting
1800 m asl
>2007



IACTS runs on 3 regimes

Low-Energy

10x sensitivity

Hi-Energy

Background limits Statistics limits



We have a dream: 
precision gamma-ray astronomy

Have realized what current IACT are (almost) missing:
wide energy range
angular resolution, FOV
sensitivity

We’ll do this with telescopes of 3 different sizes over a large area

See also MD,  NIM A 630 (2011) 285–290



The Large Size Telescope(s)
From 10 GeV to 1 TeV
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The Medium Size Telescope
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The Small Size Telescope SC
From 10 to 100 TeV
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The sensitivity of course

100 GeV

Differential 
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Galaxy clusters
SNR interactions with 

local matter
Galactic Center

MORE SOURCES
1000 sources expected 

(10x now)

CONSOLIDATE  TeV ASTRONOMY
VHE full-skymaps

VHE source catalogs

VARIABILITY
sub-min scale variation 

follow-up obs. 



Energy and angular resolution

Angular resolution for 
morphology

source confusion
acceleration mechanisms

Energy resolution
Spectral features
Spectral discriminations in 
case of overlapping signals
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Flexible observation modes

Interesting for fundamental physics

Very deep field 

Deep field 
~1/3 of telescopes 

Monitoring 
4 telescopes 

Survey mode: 
Full sky at current  
sensitivity in ~1 year 

Operating modes 

Survey programs: 
!! the Galactic plane  
!! a quarter of the sky 

Very deep field 

Deep field 
~1/3 of telescopes 

Monitoring 
4 telescopes 

Survey mode: 
Full sky at current  
sensitivity in ~1 year 

Operating modes 

Survey programs: 
!! the Galactic plane  
!! a quarter of the sky 

1/4



Where is CTA?

(Add 1 year...)
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The CTA Collaboration grows

• HESS + MAGIC + VERITAS collaborations + Europe  + world interest (Japan, Argentina)

• US AGIS (Advanced Gamma-ray Imaging System) converged to CTA

• already ~150 institutes, ~25 countries (~ 500 scientists)

• Regular meetings since 2007.
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CTA singled out in Aspera/APPEC

European funding agencies support construction of CTA



Preparatory phase

FP7-supported Preparatory Phase: Fall 2010 – Fall 2013
➜! Technical design, sites, construction and operation cost
➜! Legal, governance and finance schemes
➜! Small + medium-sized telescope prototypes
Aim for 

start of deployment in early 2014
first data in 2016/17
base arrays complete in late 2018



Test the array layout designs
- Different nr. of LST, MST and 
  SST telescopes
- Different spacing
- Same cost

all leads to different sensitivity



Physics shapes the CTA array

To be published soon!



THE APP SPECIAL ISSUE
Dark Matter and Fundamental Physics searches with CTA



CTA prospects MD et al. on behalf of CTA) 2012

TEST MODEL AGAINST

CTA PROPOSED ARRAYS

DARK MATTER PARTICLE  
* dwarf satellite galaxies 

* galaxy clusters 
* MW halo 

* anisotropies 

AXION-LIKE 
PARTICLES 

LORENTZ 
INVARIANCE 
VIOLATIONS 

OTHER PHYSICS 
* tau-neutrinos 

* magnetic monopoles 
* gravitational waves 



Caveats - prospects for DM
IF (DM is a particle) {

IF (DM is only of one kind) {
IF (it is a WIMP)  {

IF (it is Majorana particle) {
IF (no co-annihilation is there) {

IF (the profile is cusp or core) {
IF (the subhaloes play a role) {

IF (we know the annihilation channel) {
         then you can make a (robust) prediction! 
  }}}}}}}}

How to define pessimistic, optimistic and realistic?
Minimum requirements?
Which CTA configuration is the best?



DARK MATTER



IACT as a (robust) probe for DM

The Galactic Center and halo
The dwarf satellite galaxies
The galaxy cluster
Other dark spots (IMBH, UFOs)

Few important facts:
gamma-ray are expected in many DM model annihilation/decay products
they point-back to the source 
expected universality of DM spectra at 
different targets
DM cutoff in gamma-ray spectra (smoking gun)



CTA is welcome for DM searches
provisional nature of the CTA curves.
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Figure 3: Comparison of sensitivities derived with our model to the official sensitivity
curves available in the literature [29, 31, 30]. Dotted curves are official curves, solid curves
are derived with the model described in the text.

3. Differential Sensitivity

It is interesting to compare differential sensitivities since this is the rel-
evant quantity when comparing the quality of spectral measurements, in
particular of features such as cutoffs and breaks. For the differential sensi-
tivities we used a source with spectral index of dN/dE ∝ E−2, and required a
significance of 5σ in each energy bin. In addition we required the source flux
to be a factor of 5 above the background systematics (which we assumed to
be 1%). Unless otherwise noted we calculated the differential sensitivity for 4
bins per decade in energy. In the energy range under study, both instruments
suffer from drawbacks in spectroscopy: the Fermi-LAT is unable to exploit
its good energy resolution due to a lack of photon statistics, but CTA is un-
able to make use of its large collection area due to limited energy resolution.

7

Of course, the sensitivity
Energy threshold: more photons per 
DM annihilation
Energy resolution: Spectral features 
and discrimination with astrophysical 
sources
FOV and angular resolution: 
morphology

MAGIC Observation of the Perseus Galaxy Cluster 9
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Fig. 4.— Left: simulated γ-ray emission at energies E > 100 GeV from a cluster that has twice the mass as Perseus (using the simulation
of the cooling flow cluster g51 from Pfrommer et al. 2008). We show the sum of pion-decay-induced γ-rays (which dominates the central
and the total flux) and the IC emission of CR electrons accelerated at formation shocks and by hadronic CR interactions. Right: profile
of the CR-to-thermal pressure (volume-weighted) of this cluster. We contrast a simulation where we only accelerate CRs at structure
formation shocks of the entire cosmic history (solid) with one where we additionally account for CRs that are injected through supernova
feedback within the star-forming regions in our simulation (dashed).

tive to that of the thermal gas which cools on a short
time scale (Pfrommer et al. 2006). The volume average
is 〈XCR〉 = 〈PCR〉/〈Pth〉 = 0.02, dominated by the re-
gion around the virial radius, while the ratio of CR-to-
thermal energy is given by ECR/Eth = 0.0322. Perseus
has a smaller mass and a corresponding temperature that
is only half of that of our simulated cooling flow cluster.
Noting that XCR ∝ 1/Pth ∝ 1/kT ,3 we expect these
values to be a factor of $ 2 larger in Perseus, yielding
〈XCR〉 $ 0.04 for the entire cluster and 〈XCR〉 $ 0.02 for
the core region that we probe with the present observa-
tion.
We have to scale our conservative model prediction by

a factor of ∼ 2 to reach the upper limits (cf. Figure 3)
which implies that this work constrains the relative pres-
sure contained in CRs to < 8% for the entire cluster and
to < 4% for the cluster core region. The presence of dense
gas clumps potentially biases the simulated γ-ray flux
high and hence the inferred limits on XCR low. Another
source of bias could be unresolved point sources inside
the cluster such as an active galactic nucleus (AGN). In
the presented simulation of the cool core cluster g51, the
bias due to subclumps amounts to a factor of 1.5 but it
could be as high as 2.4 which is the mean difference be-
tween our conservative and optimistic model across our
scaling relations. We note however that the latter case is
already excluded by our upper limits provided the max-
imum shock acceleration efficiency is indeed as high as
50%. While there are indications from supernova rem-
nant observations of one rim region (Helder et al. 2009)

2 Note that for a CR population in clusters that have been
accelerated in structure formation shocks, the relativistic limit
ECR/Eth = 2〈PCR〉/〈Pth〉 is not applicable since the CR pressure
is dominated by the transrelativistic regime. This implies a some-
what harder equation of state for the CRs with a larger adiabatic
index and yields the relation ECR/Eth = 1.6〈PCR〉/〈Pth〉.

3 This relation should only hold for regions with long thermal
cooling times compared to the dynamical time scale. In particular,
it breaks down toward the center of a cooling flow cluster where
the thermal gas cools on a shorter time scale such that the forming
cooling flow causes adiabatic contraction of the CR population.

as well as theoretical studies (Kang & Jones 2005) that
support such high efficiencies, to date it is not clear
whether these efficiencies apply in an average sense to
strong collisionless shocks or whether they are realized
for structure formation shocks at higher redshifts. Im-
proving the sensitivity of the presented type of observa-
tions will help in answering these profound plasma astro-
physics questions.
In Figure 4, we additionally compare a simulation

where we only accelerate CRs at structure formation
shocks with one where we additionally account for CRs
that are injected through supernova feedback within the
star-forming regions in our simulation. Outside the cD
galaxy, there is no significant difference visible which sug-
gests that the CRs injected into the ICM by supernova-
driven winds are negligible compared with those acceler-
ated by structure formation shocks. While this is partly
an artifact of our simulations that neglect CR diffusion,
we expect this behavior due to the adiabatic losses that
CRs suffer as they expand from their compact galactic
ISM into the dilute ICM. Assuming a conservative value
for the density contrast of ∆ = 10−3, the CR pressure is
diluted by PCR ∼ ∆4/3 PCR,ISM ∼ 10−4 PCR,ISM.

4.3. Simplified Approach and Comparison to Previous
Results

As anticipated in section 3.3, there are few existing
IACT observations of galaxy clusters; some of which
derived limits on the CR-to-thermal pressure contained
in clusters, in particular the WHIPPLE observation of
the Perseus cluster (Perkins et al. 2006) and the HESS
observations of the Abell 85 (Aharonian et al. 2009a;
Domainko et al. 2009) and Coma (Aharonian et al.
2009b) clusters. These works used simplifying assump-
tions about the spectral and spatial distribution of CRs.
They typically assumed a single CR power-law distribu-
tion with a spectral index of Γ = −2.1 (that provides
optimistic limits on the CR-to-thermal pressure) and as-
sumed that the CR energy density is a constant fraction
of the thermal energy density throughout the entire clus-



Dwarf spheroidal galaxies

Annihilation spectrum changes 
prospects
Improvements wrt to current IACTs is 
minimal, but analysis not yet optimized 
on these objects

Core-cusp profile

Different ann. channels



Galaxy clusters
•  Complex objects with several gamma-ray 

sources 
   individual cluster galaxies, see e.g. 

NGC1275 and IC310 in Perseus by MAGIC 
   CR-induced emission (after pion decay) 
   DM-induced emission from halo 

 CR-emission is promising in 
some clusters even with 
current generation of IACTs 

DM emission contributions from substructures  
* may be impressive (>1000x)  

* can be very extended (5+ deg) 

We used: 
FORNAX 
PERSEUS 
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Galaxy clusters
•   DM and CR and individual galaxies  

   Different spectral features 
   Different spatial features 

•  Analysis cluster-dependent ! work to do 
•  We need to understand very extended MC (5+ 

deg) 

CR 
only 

DM 
only 

•   DM and CR and individual galaxies  
   Different spectral features 
   Different spatial features 

•  Analysis cluster-dependent ! work to do 
•  We need to understand very extended MC (5+ 

deg) 

CR 
only 

DM 
only 



Galactic Center halo

•  Galactic center obvious target for DM searches, but crowded region 
•  Galactic halo at short distance from GC is well-defined 
•  HESS envisaged a strategy: Abramowski+, et al. PRL 106 (2011) 

161301–+. 

Observation strategy 
 
1. ON-OFF (more sensitive, less robust  

background control) 

2. Ring Method: 
•  The red star denotes the GC 
•  The blue star marks the pointing of CTA .  
•  The signal region in blue 
•  The red annulus is background 



A very good result here
•  J-factor from Aquarius 
•  Two methods tested 
 ON-OFF 
 Ring method 

•  Several spectra tested 
• B, C, E array tested 

Exclusion curve below 
WIMP classical <! v> 
(best CTA prospects!) 

ON-OFF method

Ring method



Comparison
Segue 1 dpsh
Fornax cluster
Galactic Halo

First time we curb the 
parameter space
Analysis not yet 
optimized as well as 
CTA performance
For DM mass above few 
hundreds GeV CTA 
outperforms Fermi-LAT



MUCH MORE FUN(DAMENTAL)



Astronomy helps astrophysics

With a population of AGNs and their flares 
we can do much fundamental physics (for free)!

CTA will observe for sure a lot of AGN (expected 100s), implying:
Farther AGN (thanks to low energy threshold)
Flares with denser time bins (thanks to sensitivity)
Flares with larger energy lever-arm (thanks to energy range)

And hopefully
Longer flares
Stronger flares
GRBs…



Quantum gravity induced LIV
QG induced space-time non-unitary 
dispersion relation:

photons at different energies travels at different 
speed: cosmological distances provide amplification

PKS 1255 flare 
(HESS)

CTA has potential to
see such effects

every day!



1st or 2nd order?
Time-lag dependence on energy can be linear, square, ...

at TeV, square-dependence 
means large lever-arm

CTA will put much stronger constraints in this regime

 2500 light curves (pair) simulated with 
various properties

 redshift 0.03--0.6,  slope 1--2.5
 flux state,  observational time,  pointing times

 Results:
 q<1 (6%),  q<2 (72%),  q<3 (99%)

v = c

�
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MP
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+ ...
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observations

Telescope MP /ξ [GeV] MP /ζ [GeV]

MAGIC 0.03× 10
19

5.7× 10
10

H.E.S.S. 0.21× 10
19

6.4× 10
10

Fermi-LAT 1.50× 10
19

3.0× 10
10

XXXI PHYSICS IN COLLISION, Vancouver, BC Canada, August 28 - September 1, 2011

Figure 7: Gamma-ray light curve during the night of July

9 2005, with tim binning of 4 minutes and in different
energy bands. The dotted line represents the flux from

the Crab Nebula. Figure taken from Albert et al. [2007c].
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The first limits were obtained using MAGIC ob-
servations (Albert et al. [2008c]) of an intense flare
in Markarian 501 (Albert et al. [2007c]), a relatively
close AGN (z = 0.034). Variations in the flux of fac-
tors close to 10 were observed, with doubling times of
the order of 1-2 minutes, in the energy range between
150 GeV and 10 TeV (see Figure 7). Several innova-
tive analysis methods were specially developed for this
study, and the measured time delays per unit energy
and energy square were, respectively: τl = (30 ± 12)

Table I 95% CL lower limits on the mass scale of Lorentz

Invariance violation obtained from gamma-ray

observations

Telescope MP /ξ [GeV] MP /ζ [GeV]

MAGIC 0.03× 10
19

5.7× 10
10

H.E.S.S. 0.21× 10
19

6.4× 10
10

Fermi-LAT 1.50× 10
19

3.0× 10
10

s/TeV and τq = (3.7 ± 2.6) s/TeV2. Although these
results could be interpreted as significant detection of
an energy-dependence of the speed of gamma rays, de-
lays produced at the source cannot be excluded by a
single observation. The corresponding 95% confidence
level (CL) lower limits to the mass scale of Lorentz
Invariance violation are MP /ξ > 0.3× 1018 GeV and
MP /ζ > 5.7× 1010 GeV.

Shortly after, H.E.S.S. observed an exceptionally in-
tense flare in PKS 2155-304 (z = 0.116) happened in
July 28, 2006, with flux peaks up to 15 times the Crab
flux and doubling times of 1-3 minutes. The energy
range of the observations covered from 200 GeV to 4
TeV. The measured time delays were τl = (−6 ± 11)
s/TeV and τq = (1.7± 6.3) s/TeV2, corresponding to
limits to the mass scale of Lorentz Invariance viola-
tion: MP /ξ > 2.1× 1018 GeV and MP /ζ > 6.4× 1010

GeV (Abramowski et al. [2011b]).
Fermi-LAT can observe sources from the farthest

distances in a comparatively narrower energy range, of
the order of tens of GeV. The observation of the GRB
on May 10th 2009 (z = 0.903) in the energy range
between 10 MeV and 30 GeV (Abdo et al. [2009c]),
whose duration was shorter than 1 s, allowed to set an
upper limit to the gamma-ray time delay (considering
the linear term in Equation 2) of τl < 30 s/TeV. The
corresponding lower limits to the mass scale of Lorentz
Invariance violation are MP /ξ > 1.5× 1019 GeV and
MP /ζ > 3.0× 1010 GeV.

Fermi-LAT constrains better the linear term (see
Equation 2), due to the larger distances traveled by
the observed gamma rays and the limit exceeds, for
the first time in this kind of tests, the Planck Mass.
The quadratic term is better constrained by observa-
tions with IACTs, due to the wider accessible energy
interval. For a summary of the limits obtained with
the different observatories, see Table I.

7. DARK MATTER SEARCHES

In indirect DM searches with gamma rays we look
for either primary or secondary gamma rays produced
in annihilation and/or decay of DM particles. In first
approximation, we can consider that these gamma
rays do not interact on their way to Earth, since all rel-
evant known source candidates are at relatively short

34



Axion-like particle searches
Axion-like particle cure several physicists’ pains

strong-CP problem
(a fraction of) DM
low-EBL problem/hard far AGN spectra

Mass and coupling
Mass u.l.: < 0.02 eV (CAST)
Inv. coupling > 0.114 x 1011 GeV

Photon/ALP oscillation in magnetic field
 photon/ALP conversion at source (strong B)
 photon/ALP conversion at IGMF (low B)



Test-case: PKS 1222+21 (4C +21.35)
•  FSRQ discovered by MAGIC in 2010 

  2nd farthest VHE source:  z=0.432 
  MAGIC+Fermi: can fit to single power-law  

-2.7(0.3) between 3 and 400 GeV 
  No-sign of any cutoff 
  Most rapid variation ever observed  

at VHE: Flux doubling-time 8.6min! 
  ~1/2h flare duration 

METHOD: 
* un-broken power-law 
* different flux level 
* different flare duration 
* Ecrit scan 0.1-10 TeV 
* EBL corrected 
(Dominguez+) 
 



Cosmology with AGN

GRH depends on Hubble constant and cosmological 
densities. Modulo the EBL, the GRH might be used as 
a distance estimator (Prandini+2011)
GRH behaves differently than other observables 
already used for cosmology measurements.
EBL constraints are paving the way for the use of AGN 
to fit Omega_M and Omega_L. Measurements of 20 
AGN at z>0.2, cosmological parameters can be fitted.
Results might improve the 2004 Supernovae result

42 

 GRH  depends on the –ray path and there the Hubble constant and 
the cosmological densities enter => if EBL density and intrinsic 
spectra are known, the GRH might be used as a distance estimator 

 GRH behaves differently than other observables already used for cosmology measurements. 
Blanch & Martinez 2004 

Simulated 
measurements 

Mkn 421 
Mkn 501 

1ES1959+650 
Mkn 180 

1ES 2344+514 

PKS2005-489 

1ES1218+304 
1ES1101-232 

H2356-309 PKS 2155-304 
H1426+428 

EBL constraints are paving 
the way for the use of AGN 
to fit M and  …
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 Using the foreseen precision on the 
GRH (distance at which (E,z)=1) 
measurements of 20 extrapolated 
AGN at z>0.2, cosmological 
parameters can be fitted. 

 => The 2=2.3  2-parameter 
contour might improve by a 
factor 2 the 2004’ Supernovae 
combined result ! 

E,z( ) = d  z dl
d  z 0

z

dx x
20

2

d n ,  z ( ) 2xE 1+ z( )2[ ]
2m 2c 2

Ex 1+z( )2
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More dust under the carpet
Is there any strange event in the background we reject (but save on 
disk)?

CTA will collect >100 Hz * 1000 h/year 
about 10^9 events/year...

Figure 4.1: Sketch of ντ searches with CTA. CTA telescopes can be pointed
horizontally to a far mountain (if present) and observed the emerging τ−induced
atmospheric shower.

In Ref. [195], the effective area for ντ observation with the
MAGIC telescope was calculated analytically. The results were
the following: the maximum sensitivity would be in the range
100 TeV–1 EeV. For the observation downward towards the Sea,
the sensitivity for diffuse neutrinos is very low because of the
limited FOV (3 events/year/sr) and CTA cannot be competi-
tive with other experiments like Icecube [196], Baikal [197],
Auger [183], Antares [198] or KM3NeT. On the other hand,
if flaring or disrupting point sources are observed, like is the
case for GRBs, one can even expect an observable number of
events from one GRB at reasonable distances, if the event oc-
curs just inside a small observability band of about 1 degree
width in zenith and an azimuth angle which allows to point the
telescopes downhill.
For CTA, the situation could be different: taking an extension

of the FOV of several times that of MAGIC in extended obser-
vation mode, the higher effective area and lower energy thresh-
old, meaning higher fluxes, one naı̈ve rescaling of the MAGIC
calculations leads to relatively optimistic results, depending
very much on the local geography. For point-like sources, the
situation would not change so much w.r.t. the MAGIC case, un-
less the CTA telescopes are located close to a shielding moun-
tain chain. The required observation times are still large, but
one may argue that these observations can be performed each
time when high clouds preclude the observation of gamma-ray
sources.

4.2. Ultrarelativistic Magnetic Monopoles

The existence of magnetic monopoles is predicted by a
wide class of extensions of the standard model of particle
physics [199]. Considerable experimental effort has been
undertaken during the last eight decades to detect magnetic
monopoles. No confirmed success in detection has been re-
ported at the present time. Current flux limits on cosmogenic
magnetic monopoles reach values of O(10−15 cm−2s−1sr−1) to
O(10−17 cm−2s−1sr−1) depending on the monopole velocity. As
outlined below, the CTA observatory is sensitive to a magnetic
monopole flux.
According to Tompkins [200] magnetic monopoles moving

in air faster than the speed of light in air are emitting ≈ 4700
times more Cherenkov photons than an electric charge under
the same circumstances. Being fast enough (Lorentz factor

γ > 103) and heavy enough (mass Mc2 > 1 TeV) magnetic
monopoles that possibly propagate through the earth atmo-
sphere are neither significantly deflected by the Earth’s mag-
netic field nor loose a significant amount of energy through
ionization [201]. Assuming the last two constraints to be ful-
filled a magnetic monopole moving through the Earth’s atmo-
sphere propagates on a straight line, thereby emitting a large
amount of Cherenkov photons. This process of a uniform emis-
sion of intensive Cherenkov light differs from the Cherenkov
light emitted by secondary particles in a shower initiated from
a high energy cosmic or gamma-ray. As shown by Spengler
and Schwanke [201], the number of triggered pixels in a tele-
scope array is typically smaller and the intensity of the triggered
pixels is typically higher for magnetic monopoles compared to
events originating from cosmic or gamma-rays. Cuts in a pa-
rameter space spanned by the number of triggered pixels in the
CTA array and the number of pixel with high intensity allow for
an excellent discrimination between magnetic monopole events
and background from cosmic or gamma-rays. The effective de-
tection area of H.E.S.S. [202] for magnetic monopoles has been
studied in detail [201]. Extrapolating the results of this study for
CTA with its one order of magnitude increased design collec-
tion area, leads to a typical CTA magnetic monopole effective
area of 4500 m2sr. In Fig. 4.2, we show that assuming around
3000 hours of CTA data from different observations accumu-
lated in about 4 years of array operation, the sensitivity of CTA
on magnetic monopoles with velocities close to the speed of
light can reach the Parker limit [199] of O(10−15 cm−2s−1sr−1).
Despite being still two orders of magnitude worse than current
monopole flux limits from neutrino experiments [203] this sen-
sitivity will allow a technically independent and new test for the
existence of magnetic monopoles.
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Figure 4.2: Upper limits on the magnetic monopole flux as function of the
monopole velocity inferred from different experiments [199, 203] together with
the estimated sensitivity of CTA. The sensitivity range shown for CTA indicates
the dependence of the sensitivity on CTA design parameters and analysis de-
tails.

4.3. Gravitational waves

The period of operation of CTA should hopefully see the de-
tection of the first gravitational wave (GW) by ground-based in-
terferometers, now in the “advanced sensitivity” design phase.
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Figure 3. Upper limits on PBH density from direct burst-search experiments.

the results from this search across a range of burst lengths extending to 5 s with the
previous Whipple search yields an upper limit of 0.69 × 106 pc−3 yr−1. This new ACT
limit is comparable to those set by air-shower measurements using the Tibet array at
∼ 10 TeV [17] and CYGNUS at ∼50 TeV [16]. However, the new ACT limit explores
both a lower energy range (∼1 TeV) and a wider range of timescales, providing additional
constraints on models of PBH evaporation.

Restrictive limits on the density of PBHs come from observations of the overall
background radiation that they leave in the universe from their evaporations. As discussed
in a recent review of potential dark matter candidates by Overduin and Wesson [18],
limits can be set from the observed gamma-ray background, which essentially integrates
together all the radiation from evaporating PBHs over the history of the universe [19].
The resulting limits provide an average limiting density for PBHs. This isotropic value
requires a clustering model for direct comparison with our measurements in the local
galaxy. The gamma-ray background limits have been estimated to correspond to a local
rate of ∼10 pc−3 yr−1 for certain models of clustering [2]. However, recent work suggests
that PBH clustering could be as many as 15 orders of magnitude greater than previously
thought [20]. With such strong clustering the direct limit of this work would be about 10
orders of magnitude below the indirect limits set from the diffuse gamma-ray background.
There are also significant limits on PBH density claimed on the basis of the absence of
antiprotons below the kinematic production threshold in interstellar collisions [21]. Again
there is a significant model dependence in the values of these limits derived from indirect
observations.

In this work we have focused on a direct search for PBH decay since the effects of
clustering might produce some evaporation signals in our local neighbourhood even though
the isotropic density seems quite low from measurements of background radiations. To
quote the original statement of Page and Hawking made 30 years ago [22], ‘the best
prospect for detecting a primordial black hole seems to be to look for the burst of hard
gamma rays that would be expected in the final stages of the evaporation of the black
hole’. This remains an exciting goal for ground-based gamma-ray telescopes.
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Branons 
(a-la WIMP)

8

Figure 2: Sensitivity of different targets to constrain gamma rays coming from branon annihilation. The straight lines show the estimated

exclusion limits at 5σ for satellite experiments (FERMI and EGRET). The blue thick line corresponds to the photon flux above 1 GeV

coming from branons with the thermal abundance inside the WMAP7 [29] limits (ΩCDMh2 = 0.1123 ± 0.0035). The area on the upper

left corner above the corresponding lines is excluded by LEP and TEVATRON experiments for both N = 1 and N = 7, number of extra

dimensions.

are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. On the other hand, the theoretical value for Nγ�σv� for branons has been obtained

by integrating the differential spectrum
�

i�σiv�
dNi

γ

dEγ
taking into account the energy threshold of 1 GeV for satellite

experiments (Fig. 2) or 50 GeV for ACTs (Fig. 3). The resulting Nγ�σv� is a function of the two branon parameters
(f,M) and it does not depend on N (number of branon species). This can be easily understood due to the fact
that the proportionally lower flux coming from the annihilation of a larger number of branon species, is compensated
by the higher abundance that a larger number of species provides (for a fixed coupling, i.e. for a fixed value of f).
Assuming that the branon relic density agrees with WMAP observations [29], it is possible to obtain f(M), which
finally allows us to plot Nγ�σv� as a function of the branon mass. Thus, if the integrated spectrum line is over the
straight lines (which represent the sensitivity at 5σ for a particular target), a detector will be sensitive to branon
annihilation coming from a particular target. We see that present experiments (EGRET, FERMI or MAGIC) are
unable to detect signals from branon annihilation for the targets considered. However, as shown in Fig. 3, future
experiments such as CTA could be able to detect gamma-ray photons coming from the annihilation of branons with
masses higher than 150 GeV for observations of the Galactic Center or above 200 GeV for Canis Major.

It is important to note again that the above computations and figures are based on particular assumptions about the
DM profiles and neglecting substructure contributions. Uncertainties of order one are expected for dwarf spheroidals,
but existence of boost factors of up to three orders of magnitude has been claimed for Galactic Center analyses [30].
Even in this case, after having taken these uncertainties into account, only satellite experiments may have already
observed gamma rays from branon annihilation and mainly in the low range of the spectrum.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the sensitivity of different gamma-ray telescopes for the observation of indirect signals of branon
dark matter in brane-world scenarios. Under the assumption that branons are mass degenerate, this sensitivity only
depends on two parameters of the effective theory that describes the low energy dynamics of flexible brane-worlds:
the brane tension scale f and the branon mass M .

We have computed the production of photons coming from branon annihilation happening in either some dSphs or
the Galactic Center, and estimated the sensitivity for these cosmic photons to be detected in different experiments.
In particular, we have studied the prospective detectable flux from Draco, Sagittarius, Canis Major, SEGUE 1 and



A multi-purpose experiment
CTA is a gamma-ray detector? Not only

It is a cosmic-ray detector

It is a neutrino 
detector?

All-electron searches Electron/Positron? Heavy nuclei
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The VHE gamma-ray sky today

136 sources: ~45 galaxies
~20 SNR, 30 PWN
~25 unidentified

http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/

We can expect the unexpected!



Conclusions
CTA is the perfect experiment for an 
healthy breakfast:

Toasts, jam and butter from astrophysics 
sources (AGNs, SNRs, PWNs, etc)
A cup of dark coffee from DM
A big cup of milk of archival data where 
to look for exotic signs

Between now and then
Occasion to create a VHE scientific 
community besides the experimental 
experience
Optimized the analysis and define goals

Thanks!
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Roadmap for CTA-FUND group
Prepare CTA to fully take into account DM 
peculiarities

spectral features and cutoff + lines
morphologies
anisotropies

Prospects papers on various targets (projects)
Galactic center and halo, Dwarfs, Cluster of 
galaxies, wide-field survey, etc
Links with direct detection experiments and 
accelerators: groups to be formed
(React to published papers: i.e., gamma-ray 
lines from GC region)?

On the other hand,  one remark.



Multi3 DM
Multi-experiment approach

CTA should be prepared for this!

Multi-wavelength approach

Colafrancesco+ 2006



Nature is making drama: 
”To WIMP or not to WIMP ?”

Next few years will tell us more... CTA can be just in time

LCDM crisis?

“Missing satellite” problem
“core-cusp” problem

Controversies
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Evidence for GeV DM?
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Astrophysical?


